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Introduction
Because Beowulf clusters [14] have mobilized a community around a standard set of software tools, Bell & Gray [3] note that the economics and sociology of Beowulf are "poised to kill off the other archtitectural lines," e.g., specialized, distributed, shared-memory multiprocessors, and "will affect traditional supercomputer centers as well."
The advantages of Beowulf are clear; the hardware and software result in a two-to five-fold savings in cost as traditional supercomputer centers explicitly incur additional costs in space, maintenance, administration, operation, and consulting. The latter four costs are particularly labor-intensive. In contrast, Bell & Gray [3] note that these costs are implicit for homegrown Beowulf clusters, where such clusters ride "free" on an institution's overhead [3] . However, not all these implicit costs are necessarily "free." Researchers in highperformance computing and communications (HPCC) must carve out labor costs from their funding in order to work on the labor-intensive aspects of building and maintaining a Beowulf. For example, our 128-CPU Linux cluster took days (and arguably, weeks) to install, integrate, and configure properly and initially required daily intervention by the technical staff. After the system stabilized and eventually moved to an ambient-temperature office space (i.e., approximately 80 AE F), the cluster required weekly to monthly maintenance due to the lack of reliability (or robustness) of the commodity off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. Thus, while the price/performance ratio of Beowulf is quite good when compared to traditional supercomputers and when price is defined as the cost of acquisition; the advantages of Beowulf, particularly large-scale Beowulf, are not as compelling when price is defined as the the total cost of ownership (TCO) [5] .
In short, "performance at any cost" is no longer good enough; the biggest issues of this decade will be size, reliability (and indirectly, power consumption), and ease of administration and use. We find support for this argument from "New Challenges for the PostPC Era" [11] , an invited talk by David Patterson at IPDPS 2001, and "The Future of the Microprocessor Business" by Bass & Christensen [2] . Over the past two decades, the goals in PC computing (and cluster computing) have been to improve performance and price/performance; and likewise, these are the same two metrics featured for the Gordon Bell Award at SC (formerly Supercomputing) every year. Furthermore, the assumptions in PC computing have been that (1) humans are "perfect" and do not make mistakes during installation, wiring, upgrading, maintenance, and repairing; (2) software will eventually be bug free; and (3) hardware mean time between failure (MTBF) is already very large and will continue to in-crease. After two decades of improving performance and price/performance and relying on the above assumptions, the belief is that the key metrics of the post-PC era will be reliability and availability [2, 11] .
With this discussion in mind, we present a novel cluster architecture called the Bladed Beowulf. Designed by RLX Technologies and integrated and configured at Los Alamos National Laboratory, our Bladed Beowulf cluster consists of compute nodes made from COTS parts mounted on motherboard blades called RLX ServerBlades TM (see Figure 1) ,
(node) contains a 633-MHz Transmeta TM5600 TM CPU [9] , 256-MB memory, 10-GB hard disk, and three 100-Mb/s Fast Ethernet network interfaces. Twenty-four such ServerBlades mount into a chassis, shown in Figure 2 , to form a "Bladed Beowulf" called the RLX System 324 that fits in a rackmountable 3U space, i.e., ½ ¼¼ in width and ¾ ¼¼ in height. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the architecture and technology behind our Bladed
Beowulf. Then, we present the parallel n-body simulation and treecode library that are used to benchmark our Bladed Beowulf in Section 3. Section 4 presents a performance evaluation of our Bladed Beowulf via a series of benchmarks. With these performance numbers in hand, we then introduce three metrics that relate to the efficiency, reliability, and availability of a system: [1] Total Price-Performance Ratio (ToPPeR), where Total Price encompasses the total cost of ownership (TCO), [2] performance/space, and [3] performance/power.
Architecture of a Bladed Beowulf
Each blade of our Bladed Beowulf consists of a Transmeta Crusoe TM5600 processor, implemented by a 128-bit "very long instruction word" (VLIW) hardware engine and codemorphing TM software (CMS), version 4.2.6. Aggregating twenty-four such blades, referred to as RLX ServerBlades, and interconnecting them with 100-Mb/s Fast Ethernet results in our Bladed Beowulf cluster called MetaBlade.
The Transmeta Crusoe TM5600
In contrast to the traditional transitor-laden, and hence, power-hungry CPUs from AMD and Intel, the Transmeta Crusoe TM5600 CPU is fundamentally software-based with a small hardware core. This TM5600 CPU consists of a VLIW hardware engine surrounded by a software layer called code morphing, which presents an x86 interface to the BIOS, operating system (OS), and applications.
VLIW Engine
Having the code-morphing software (CMS) handle x86 compatibility frees hardware designers to create a very simple, high-performance VLIW engine with two integer units, a floating-point unit, a memory (load/store) unit, and a branch unit. Each of the integer units is a 7-stage pipeline, and the floating-point unit is a 10-stage pipeline.
The VLIW engine includes a 128-KB on-chip L1 cache and an integrated 512-KB on-chip L2 write-back cache; an integrated NorthBridge with two memory controllers; and an integrated PCI controller. 2 Each VLIW can be 64 or 128 bits long and can contain up to four RISC-like instructions, which are executed in parallel. The format of the VLIW directly determines how the RISC-like instructions get routed to functional units, thus greatly simplifying the decode and dispatch 2 The TM5600 has already been replaced by the Transmeta Crusoe TM5800, and the 4.2.6 version of CMS has been replaced by version 4.3.2, which improves floating-point performance by 25%. The next-generation Transmeta Crusoe increases the VLIW to 256 bits and simultaneously promises less power and a two-to three-fold increase in performance based on simulation results. This performance increase will allow Transmeta to easily surpass the performance of similarly-clocked AMD and Intel microprocessors but at a fraction of the power dissipation.
hardware. And unlike superscalar architectures, the instructions are expected in order, eliminating the need for complex out-of-order hardware which accounts for roughly 20% of the transistor count in a superscalar architecture.
Further, the Transmeta architecture eliminates about 75% of the transistors used in traditional RISC and implements the lost (but inefficient) hardware functionality in its CMS instead. The reasoning here is that implementing a superscalar architecture with out-of-order execution, speculative execution, and predicated execution results in complex RISC chips that are highly inefficient, e.g., at any given time, as many as 100 instructions are being executed, of which only a few are the correct ones to execute. 3 Because modern CPUs are more complex, have more transistors, perform more functions than their early RISC predecessors, and are clocked at much higher speeds; the hardware requires lots of power, and the more power a CPU draws, the hotter it gets. The hotter that a CPU gets, the more likely it will fail (or clock down), and likely, cause other components to fail. More concretely, Arrenhius' equation (when applied to microelectronics) predicts that the failure rate of a given system doubles with every ½¼ AE C (½ AE F) increase in temperature. And in fact, unpublished empirical data from two leading vendors indicates that the failure rate of a compute node does indeed double with every ½¼ AE C increase.
At idle, a Transmeta TM5600 CPU by itself generates less than a watt of power while a typical Pentium 4 found in a traditional Beowulf cluster generates as high as 75 watts. At load, the Transmeta TM5600 and Pentium 4 generate approximately 6 and 75 watts, respectively, while an Intel IA-64 generates over 130 watts! 4 If the traditional mantra of "performance at any cost" continues, and hence, Moore's law continues, the microprocessor of 2010 will have over one billion transistors and will dissipate over one kilowatt of thermal energy (see Figure 3) ; this is considerably more thermal energy per square centimeter than a nuclear reactor! Because of the substantial difference in power dissipation, the TM5600 requires no active cooling whereas a Pentium 4 (and most definitely, an Itantium or IA-64) processor can heat to the point of failure if it is not aggressively cooled. Consequently, as in our MetaBlade Bladed Beowulf (24 CPUs in a 3U), Transmetas can be packed closely together with no active cooling, thus resulting in a tremendous savings in the total cost of ownership with respect to reliability, electrical usage, cooling requirements, and space usage.
RLX's small internal fans as a necessary precaution. 
Code Morphing
The Code Morphing software (CMS) allows Transmeta to decouple the x86 instruction set architecture (ISA) from the underlying processor hardware, thus allowing the hardware to be completely different from the conventional x86 implementation. Furthermore, the underlying hardware engine can be radically changed and not affect legacy x86 code. That is, each new CPU design only requires a new version of CMS to translate x86 instructions to the new CPU's native instruction set. And because CMS typically resides in standard flash ROMs, improved versions can be downloaded into alreadydeployed processors. This provides two huge advantages over traditional microprocessor fabrication. First, optimizing and fixing bugs amounts to replacing CMS in the Transmeta world whereas it may result in a costly hardware redesign and re-fabricration in the Intel and AMD world. Second, changing to a different instruction set, e.g., from x86 to SPARC, simply involves a change in CMS rather than a complete change from one hardware microprocessor to another. CMS contains two main modules that work in tandem to create the illusion of running on an x86 processor: interpreter and translator. The interpreter module interprets x86 instructions one at a time, filters infrequently executed code from being needlessly optimized, and collects run-time statistical information about the x86 instruction stream to decide if optimizations are necessary. When CMS detects critical and frequently used x86 instruction sequences, CMS invokes the translator module to re-compile the x86 instructions into optimized VLIW instructions called translations. These native translations reduce the number of instructions executed by packing instructions into a VLIW, thus resulting in better performance.
Caching the translations in a translation cache allows for re-use. When a previously translated x86 instruction sequence is encountered, the CMS skips the translation process and executes the cached translation directly out of the translation cache. Thus, caching and re-using translations exploits the locality of instruction streams such that the initial cost of the translation is amortized over repeated executions.
The RLX System 324: Bladed Beowulf
The RLX System 324 comes in three sets of easy-tointegrate pieces: the 3U system chassis, 24 ServerBlades, and bundled cables for communication and power.
The system chassis fits in an industry-standard 19-inch rack cabinet and measures ¾ ¼¼ high, ½ ¾ ¼¼ wide, and ¾ ¾ ¼¼ deep. It features two hot-pluggable 450-watt power supplies that provide power load-balancing and auto-sensing capability for added reliability. Its system midplane passively integrates the system power, management, and network signals across all RLX ServerBlades. The ServerBlade connectors on the midplane eliminate the need for internal system cables and enable efficient hot-pluggable ServerBlade support. The chassis also includes two sets of cards: the Management Hub card and the Network Connect cards. The former provides connectivity from the management network interface of each RLX ServerBlade to the external world. Consolidating 24 ServerBlade management networks in the hub card to one "RJ45 out" enables system management of the entire chassis through a single standard Ethernet cable. The Network Connect cards provide connectivity to the public and private network interfaces (i.e., data network interfaces) of each RLX ServerBlade. And instead of using 24 RJ45 connectors, i.e., one for each ServerBlade's network interface, RLX bundles the 24 network links into a pair of RJ21 connectors, as shown by the gray cables in the middle of our newlyconstructed, 240-node Bladed Beowulf (dubbed "Green Destiny") in Figure 4 .
Both our MetaBlade Bladed Beowulf and our recently completed Green Destiny Bladed Beowulf reside in a dusty, unventilated, and ¼ AE F environment. As we are still running system diagnostics and going through the initial "burnin" period for Green Destiny, the focus of this paper will be on MetaBlade, our original 24-node Bladed Beowulf with 633-MHz Transmeta TM5600 CPUs and CMS 4.2.6, and MetaBlade2, a 24-node Bladed Beowulf with 800-MHz Transmeta TM5800 CPUs and CMS 4.3.1 that was "on-loan" from RLX Technologies during SC 2001 in November 2001.
Parallel N-Body Simulation & Treecode Library
We use a parallel N-body code to evaluate the performance of our Bladed Beowulf. The current version of the code iso- lates the elements of data management from the parallel computation. The former is implemented as a generic, hashed octtree library [15] [16] [17] , which can then be used to support a large class of particle-based simulations. For instance, implementing the gravitational N-body simulation, used for benchmarking in this paper, requires only 2000 lines of codes external to the library. The vortex particle method only needs 2500 lines interfaced to exactly the same library. And smoothed particle hydrodynamics takes only 3000 lines of code to implement.
Though the parallel N-body application lends itself to parallelism better than some applications, the communication between particles requires an extremely low-latency, highbandwidth communication substrate if the application is written in the traditional synchronous "compute & communicate" cycle. Our code, however, implements an efficient mechanism for latency hiding during the traversal of the hashed oct-tree. To avoid stalls during non-local data access, we effectively do "explicit context switching" rather than block on pending communication. In order to manage the complexities of the required asynchronous message traffic, we have developed a paradigm called "asynchronous batched messages" (ABM) built from primitive send/recv functions whose interface is modeled after that of active messages. 6 The most time-consuming part of an N-body simulation is computing components of the accelerations of particles [8] .
For example, the Ü-component of the acceleration for particle under the gravitational influence of particle is given by
where is the gravitational constant, Ñ is the mass of particle , and Ö is the separation between the particles, i.e.,
Evaluating Ö ¿ ¾ is the slowest part of computing the acceleration, particularly when the square root must be performed in software. Consequently, because of the importance of this calculation in particle-based simulations, we will use it as the basis of our gravitational microkernel benchmark to evaluate the uniprocessor performance of instruction-level parallelism over a range of COTS processors.
Experimental Study
Our MetaBlade Bladed Beowulf consists of 24 compute nodes with each node containing a 633-MHz Transmeta TM5600 CPU (100% x86 compatible) running CMS 4.2.6, 256-MB SDRAM, 10-GB hard disk, and 100-Mb/s network interface. We connect each compute node to a 100-Mb/s Fast Ethernet switch, resulting in a cluster with a star topology.
We first use a gravitational microkernel benchmark based on an N-body simulation to evaluate the uniprocessor performance of instruction-level parallelism over a wide range of COTS processors. Second, we run a full-scale N-body simulation with the treecode library to obtain a Gflop rating for our Bladed Beowulf and compare it to previously benchmarked clusters and supercomputers.
Gravitational Microkernel Benchmark
As discussed in Section 3, the most time-consuming part of an N-body simulation is computing components of the accelerations of particles [8] , in particular, evaluating Ö ¿ ¾ 6 Independently, one of the co-authors proposed a similar scheme called buffered co-scheduling [12] , which effectively implements ABM in a distributed operating system, thus freeing the application programmer from the tedious bookkeeping of asynchronous communication and allowing the programmer to focus on the application itself.
where Ö is the separation between particles. Because of the importance of this calculation to our n-body codes at Los Alamos National Laboratory, we evaluate the instructionlevel parallelism of the Transmetas using two different implementations of a reciprocal square root function. The first implementation uses the ×ÕÖØ function from a math library while the second implementation uses Karp's algorithm [8] : table lookup, Chebychev polynomial interpolation, and NewtonRaphson iteration. To simulate Eqn. (1) in the context of an N-body simulation (and coincidentally, enhance the confidence interval of our floating-point evaluation), our microkernel benchmark loops 100 times over the reciprocal square root calculation. The Transmetas hold their own with respect to traditional CPUs based on the behavior of its CMS. The first several times a specific x86 code sequence executes, the CMS interprets the code by decoding the instructions one at a time and then dispatching execution to corresponding VLIW instruction units. Once the x86 code executes a few times (i.e., iterates), the CMS translates the x86 instructions into highly optimized and extremely fast VLIW native instructions, executes the translated code, and caches the native-instruction translations for future use. If the same sequence of x86 instructions executes again, the high-performance cached translations execute immediately, and no re-translation is required. 7 At the time of this writing, we are implementing a timer with cyclecounting granularity so we can quantitatively state the improvement of the Mflop rating on a per-iteration basis.
Treecode Benchmark
In November 2001, we ran a simulation with ¿ ¾ particles for about 1000 timesteps on our MetaBlade Bladed Beowulf consisting of 24 nodes where each node had a 633-MHz Transmeta TM5600, 256-MB SDRAM, 10-GB hard disk, and 100-Mb/s Fast Ethernet. Figure 5 shows an image of this simulation. The simulation was of a spherical region of space ½¼¼ Mpc (Megaparsec) in diameter, a region large enough to contain a few hundred thousand typical galaxies. The region inside a sphere of diameter 100 Mpc was calculated at high mass resolution, while a buffer region of 50 Mpc with a particle mass 8 times higher was used around the outside to provide boundary conditions. The initial conditions were extracted from a 134-million point initial dataset, calculated using a a ½¾ ¿ point 3-D FFT, from a Cold Dark Matter power spectrum of density fluctuations.
Overall, the simulation completed about ½ ¿ ¢ ½¼ ½ floatingpoint operations sustaining a rate of 2.1 Gflops. With a peak rating of 15.2 Gflops, this real application code running on our MetaBlade Bladed Beowulf achieves 2.1 / 15.2 = 14% of peak. We also ran the simulation on a loaned Bladed Beowulf (for SC 2001) from RLX Technologies, Inc., which we call MetaBlade2. MetaBlade2 consisted of 24 nodes of 800-MHz Transmeta TM5800s, 256-MB SDRAM, 10-GB hard disk, and 100-Mb/s Fast Ethernet and produced 3.3 Gflops. With a peak rating of 19.2 Gflops, this real application code running on MetaBlade2 achieves 3.3 / 19.2 = 17% of peak. The region shown is about 150 million light years across. Table 2 shows the relative placing of our MetaBlade (MB) Beowulf and the loaned MetaBlade2 (MB2) Beowulf as well as 212 nodes of our newly-installed, 240-node Green Destiny (GD) Bladed Beowulf with respect to Mflops/processor. All three systems perform well on a performance-per-processor basis. So, although the RLX System 324 was designed for web hosting, we have demonstrated that it shows promise as a high-performance computing platform as well.
Per processor for this benchmark, the performance of the Transmeta Crusoe TM5800 with CMS 4.3.1 is about twice that of the Intel Pentium Pro 200 which was used in the Loki Beowulf cluster that won the Gordon Bell Price/Performance Award in 1997 and performs about the same as the 533-MHz Compaq Alpha processors used in the Avalon cluster. The Transmeta Crusoe TM5800, while architecturally identical to the TM5600, uses a newer version of CMS (i.e., 4.3.1) that performs approximately 25% better than CMS 4.2.6.
Performance Metrics
Despite Hennessy and Patterson [7] having shown the pitfalls of using processor clock speed, instructions per second (ips), and floating-point operations per second (flops) as performance metrics, scientists still tend to evaluate the performance of computing platforms based on floating-point operations per second (and even worse, some scientists compare processor clock speeds across different families of processors) despite the introduction of benchmark suites such as NAS [1] and SPEC [10] . However, the most prominent benchmarking list in the high-performance computing community has been the Top500 list at http://www.top500.org. This list is based on the "flop" rating of a single benchmark, i.e., Linpack, which solves a dense system of linear equations.
ToPPeR: Total Price-Performance Ratio
At SC, the world's premier supercomputing conference, the Gordon Bell Awards are based on performance (where performance is measured in "flops") and price-performance ratio (where price is the cost of acquisition and performance is in "flops"). However, we propose a new (but related) performance metric: total price-performance ratio (ToPPeR) where total price is the total cost of ownership.
Total cost of ownership (TCO) refers to all the expenses related to buying, owning, and maintaining a computer system within an organization. We break TCO into two components: acquisition cost ( ) and operating cost (Ç ), i.e., Ç , however, is much more difficult to quantify as it tends to be highly variable and recurring; this cost includes, but is not necessarily limited to, system-administration costs (Ë ) such as installation, configuration, maintenance, upgrading, and support, power-consumption costs (È ), spaceconsumption costs (Ë ), and downtime costs ( Ì ). 8 The system-administration costs (Ë ) of a Beowulf cluster can be particularly onerous as they involve the recurring costs of labor and materials.
In sum, using the notation defined above, we propose the following sets of straightforward equations as steps towards defining the total cost of ownership in high-performance computing. Table 3 presents a summary of the total cost of ownership (TCO) on five comparably-equipped, 24-node clusters based on AMD Athlons, Compaq/DEC Alphas, Intel Pentium IIIs (PIIIs) and Pentium 4s (P4s), and Transmeta Crusoe TM5600s, respectively. Each cluster runs a basic software set-up (e.g., no sophisticated job-scheduling software) 8 Other Ç components that may be seen more in an enterprise environment rather than a high-performance computing (HPC) environment include centralization, standardization, evaluation for re-investment, training, and auditing. In our calculation for TCO, we only use the Ç components relevant to HPC but note that the calculation can be extended for other environments. and operates in a relatively hot environment, i.e., ¼ AE F, rather than in a much cooler machine room.
For the purposes of our TCO calculation, we assume that the operational lifetime of each cluster to be four years. The system administration cost (Ë ) assumes a burdened labor rate of $100/hour -burdened as in what an institution ultimately pays for an hour of work, not what the employee receives for an hour of work. Based on our own empirical data from our four traditional and one Bladed Beowulf clusters as well as lab-wide empirical data, the system administration cost on a traditional Beowulf runs $15K/year or $60K over four years. 9 In contrast, working from one diskimaged blade, our MetaBlade Bladed Beowulf took 2.5 hours to install and configure and has been highly reliable with zero hardware failures and zero software failures in nine months; at $100/hour, that amounts to $250/year or $1000 over four years. Although there have been no failures thus far, we will assume that one major failure will occur per year and that the cost of the replacement hardware and the labor to install it amounts to $1200/year. Thus, over a four-year period, SAC runs $5050.
We estimate the power-drawing costs of the clusters based on the power dissipation of each node. For example, a complete Intel P4 node (with memory, disk, and network interface) generates about 85 watts under load, which translates to 2.04 kW for 24 nodes. Assuming a typical utility rate of The network interconnect, which would be the same for all the above clusters, is not accounted for in the above calculation.) Space costs are rarely considered in the TCO of a computer system. Given that Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center leased space from Westinghouse Electric Company and spent $750,000 to renovate the facilities in order to house its new 6-TFLOP Terascale Computing System [13] , these costs ought to be included as part of the total cost of ownership. In our space-cost calculation, we make the significantly more conservative assumption that space is being leased at a cost of $100 per square foot per year. For example, a 24-node Alpha cluster takes up 20 square feet, which translates to a four-year space cost of $8000. In contrast, a 24-node Bladed Beowulf takes up 6 square feet for a four-year cost of $2400. 10 Based on how supercomputing centers charge for time on their clusters and supercomputers, we can estimate the cost of downtime based on the amount of lost revenue. We assume a conservative $5.00 charged per CPU hour (although [11] notes that the downtime cost per hour for a NYC stockbroker is $6,500,000). In the case of a 24-node cluster, these costs are relatively small even when we assume that a single failure causes the entire cluster to go down. Specifically, we experience a failure and subsequent 4-hour outage (on average) every two months on one of our more reliable, traditional Beowulf clusters. Thus, the cost of the downtime is 96 hours over four years for the cluster; with 24 nodes, the total CPU downtime is 96 hours ¢ 24 = 2304 hours. The total downtime cost is then $11,520. In contrast, our Bladed Beowulf has yet to fail after nine months of operation; so, the downtime cost is $0.
Thus, for the five comparably-equipped and comparablyperforming, 24-node CPUs, the TCO on our Bladed Beowulf is three times better than the TCO on a traditional Beowulf. In a large-scale supercomputing environment, the results are even more dramatic. However, the biggest problem with this metric is identifying the hidden costs in the operational costs; furthermore, the magnitude of most of these operational costs is institution-specific. To address this issue more concretely, we propose two related metrics -performance/space and performance/power -in the next section.
In summary, the TCO of our 24-node Bladed Beowulf is roughly three times better than a traditional Beowulf and performs comparably to similarly-clocked traditional Beowulfs. Thus, the ToPPeR value for our Bladed Beowulf is about 1/3 that of a traditional cluster, i.e., three times better than a traditional Beowulf.
Performance/Power
The performance of a microprocessor on a program is proportional to its speed (i.e., clock frequency, ) multiplied by the number of instructions it executes per clock cycle (i.e., instructions per clock, Ô ) divided by the number of instructions, Ò, in the program [7] . Thus, chip designers improve performance by increasing the clock frequency, by increasing the number of instructions that execute each clock cycle, and by adding more powerful instructions (i.e., migrate back toward CISC).
By taking advantage of improvements in semiconductor fabrication, chip designers load the micrprocessor design with more transistors and increase clock frequency. The combination of these design choices enables the doubling of microprocessor performance every 18 months. However, it also quickly drives up the power dissipation of microprocessors as ÔÓÛ Ö « ¢ Î ¾ ¢ , where is capacitance, Î is voltage, and is frequency. For the time being, chip designers address this issue, particularly for mobile processors, by decreasing the voltage (and aggressive cooling). Lowering the voltage by half drops the power dissipation to one-quarter of its former value; however, lowering the operating voltage also lowers the maximum operating frequency, thus decreasing performance. This vicious cycle will continue throughout this decade and become more and more difficult to deal with.
The need to minimize the exponentially-growing power dissipation of microprocessors exists because of the following general relationship between power and temperature:
where Ì ×ÙÖ is the temperature of the surface of the die, Ì Ñ ÒØ is the ambient temperature, È ØÓØ Ð is the total thermal power dissipated, and Ê Ø ÖÑ Ð is the thermal resistance. So, what is the solution to this dilemma? Quit using the "increasing clock frequency = increasing performance" marketing ploy. We believe that the ideal clocking frequency will be in the 500-MHz to 1-GHz range and that to improve performance, the microprocessor must do more work on a percycle basis, e.g., see the results for the IBM Power3 in Table 1. By keeping both the voltage and frequency low, power dissipation is also kept low. A detailed discussion about this controversial statement is beyond the scope of this paper.
In any case, the "frequency" war will continue. In the meantime, we use this opportunity to propose a new metric aimed at keeping Intel and AMD "honest" -performance/power ratio. Table 4 shows the performance/power ratio with our Bladed Beowulfs (240-node RLX ServerBlade 667s, i.e., Green Destiny or GD, and 24-node RLX ServerBlade 800s, i.e., MetaBlade2 or MB2), a traditional Beowulf (Avalon), and two of the most powerful supercomputers in the world (ASCI Red and ASCI White). In this table, we see that the Transmeta-based Bladed Beowulfs clearly outperform the traditional Beowulf and ASCI Red and White. In fact, when comparing the MetaBlade2 to ASCI Red, the former performs over ten times better per watt of thermal energy dissipated.
Performance/Space
Although performance has increased by a factor of 2000 since the Cray C90, performance per square foot has only grown by a factor of 65. This implies that supercomputers are making less efficient use of the space that they occupy, and space is money. Supercomputers have gotten so big that institutions must lease space (e.g., Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center's Terascale Computing System) and renovate facilities (e.g., $750,000 for a better cooling system) or even construct a new building to house the supercomputer. These costs are rarely, if ever, included as part of the cost for purchasing a supercomputer. Consequently, we propose a new efficiency metric called performance/space ratio.
As in the previous section, Table 5 presents the performance/space ratio of our Bladed Beowulfs (Green Destiny and MetaBlade2), a traditional Beowulf (Avalon), and two of the most powerful supercomputers in the world (ASCI Red and ASCI White). With respect to performance/space, the Transmeta-based Bladed Beowulfs again outperform the traditional Beowulf and ASCI Red and White (despite the fact that MetaBlade2 is not even a full rack of processors but simply a 3U box, i.e., 19" wide, 25.2" deep, and 5.25" high). If we were to extrapolate the single 3U box into a rack of 3U boxes with associated network switches, the performance/space ratio would be 5500 or an order of magnitude better than the traditional Beowulf and DOE ASCI supercomputers. In fact, using 667-MHz Transmeta TM5600s, we could build a 16 processor, which will dissipate 130 watts; Transmeta continues its push in the other direction, i.e., even lower power consumption but with expected performance being competitive (or even better) than the Itanium. In short, we hope this paper will disrupt the "performance at any cost" mantra of the HPC community and motivate HPC researchers to consider alternative cluster and supercomputer architectures such as the RLX System 324 cluster and IBM Blue Gene supercomputer, respectively. Finally, although we compared our Bladed Beowulf directly to a traditional Beowulf and two of the most powerful supercomputers in the world, we note that the Bladed Beowulf is not meant to be a replacement for these other types of architectures (at least, not yet). It is meant as a cost-effective alternative, an alternative that would excel as a departmental cluster or a developmental cluster for clustering software. When it comes down to raw performance, the Bladed Beowulf simply cannot compete with ASCI-style supercomputers due to their massive compute and communication capabilities. However, this research can perhaps be viewed as the foundation for the supercomputer of 2010.
